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Abstract 
Majid, S., Braided groups, Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 86 (1993) 187-221. 
We prove a highly generalized Tannaka-Krein type reconstruction theorem for a monoidal 
category % functored by F : % + ‘If to a suitably cocomplete rigid quasitensor category 7f. The 
generalized theorem associates to this a bialgebra or Hopf algebra Aut(%, F, 7’“) in the category 
Y. As a corollary, to every cocompleted rigid quasitensor category % is associated Aut(%) = 
Aut(%, id, 3). It is braided-commutative in a certain sense and hence analogous to the ring of 
‘co-ordinate functions’ on a group or supergroup, i.e., a ‘braided group’. We derive the 
formulae for the transmutation of an ordinary dual quasitriangular Hopf algebra into such a 
braided group. More generally, we obtain a Hopf algebra B(A,, f, AZ) (in a braided category) 
associated to an ordinary Hopf algebra map f : A I + A2 between ordinary dual quasitriangular 
Hopf algebras A , , A,. 
1. Introduction 
In [17, Section 41 we proved a highly generalized Tannaka-Krein type recon- 
struction theorem of the following form. If F : Vi?-+ V is any monoidal functor 
from a rigid monoidal category % to a rigid quasitensor category ‘V, and assuming 
certain representability conditions are satisfied, then there is a Hopf algebra in the 
category V such that F factors through the forgetful functor from the modules of 
the Hopf algebra in 2’. We gave a construction for the universal object with this 
property, denoted Aut(%‘, F, V). The theorem has many applications, particular- 
ly in physics where the representability assumptions tend to be satisfied. In this 
paper we want to give a more precise mathematical version of [17, Section 41 in a 
dual form with comodules rather than modules. In this form the representability 
assumptions can be satisfied by cocompleteness requirements on Y”. In fact, the 
situation here is quite analogous to the case over z’er. This dual formulation is 
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announced in [16] and applied in [14]. Nevertheless, it is necessary to give the 
details of the proofs of [17] in this dual form and we do so here. 
The definitions are recalled in the Preliminaries. Briefly, a braided monoidal or 
‘quasitensor’ category means a monoidal category which is commutative up to 
isomorphism. The commutativity isomorphism or quasisymmetry, 1v, need not 
have square one. Such categories occur in a wide variety of contexts. They were 
first formally introduced into category theory in [S]. In the case 7f = z’ec we have 
the familiar Tannaka-Krein type reconstruction theorem as in [3,27] and (in the 
Hopf algebra case) [30]; see also [31]. It is clear that this would have no problem 
generalizing to ‘V any suitable rigid symmetric monoidal or ‘tensor’ category 
(because only general facts about Va are used): the novel ingredient of [17, 
Section 41 was to take this further to the braided monoidal case where we must 
choose carefully between 1z’ and V -’ in ‘Ir. With the correct choices it was found 
that the construction does not get ‘tangled up’ in 2’. If % is also braided monoidal 
then Aut(%, F, V) is q uasitriangular in a sense that generalizes the definition of 
an ordinary quasitriangular Hopf algebra or ‘quantum group’ in ‘Irec defined by 
Drinfeld [4]. We will find the same below: we can allow V to be braided monoidal 
and if %’ is also braided monoidal the resulting object is a dual quasitriangular 
Hopf algebra in the category ‘I/^. 
This is the origin of the Tannaka-Krein type theorem that we obtain. It is quite 
different in motivation and goal from the existing Tannaka-Krein reconstruction 
theorem of Pareigis [25]. In the framework there the author has rather strong 
conditions on %’ (it is a V-category) sufficient to ensure that % is identified as the 
comodules of the reconstructed Hopf algebra in ‘Ir. This is a more classical 
Tannaka-Krein theorem. By contrast, in our setting % is not typically identified 
with the comodules of Aut(%, F, Y); the latter is usually much bigger. Instead 
our generalization slightly abuses the Tannaka-Krein ideas to obtain a certain 
universal Hopf algebra for a pair %-+ ‘V even when % is not at all the comodules 
of any Hopf algebra in V. The situation is something like that of the isometry 
group of a Riemannian manifold: this is defined for all Riemannian manifolds 
though it contains most of the information about the metric only in the case when 
the Riemannian manifold is a group or homogeneous space. More generally, it 
could be trivial. In the same way Aut(%, F, V) is a natural and useful object 
associated to the pair although it could be trivial if (e is far from the representa- 
tions of a Hopf algebra. 
On the other hand it would certainly be an interesting task to generalize the 
more classical Tannaka-Krein theorem of Pareigis to the case when ‘I’ is braided 
(rather than symmetric as in [2.5]) and % is of the special type that could arise as 
the comodules of a Hopf algebra in 2’. Such a theorem would be useful if many 
such Hopf algebras in braided categories were known. We leave this for further 
work. In the present paper we are concerned with something else, namely a 
construction that generates Hopf algebras in braided categories in the first place. 
For example, the braided monoidal categories % which arise in general low- 
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dimensional algebraic quantum field theories are very general and cannot be 
expected to be the comodules or modules of any kind of Hopf algebra except in 
very special cases. Nevertheless, our theorem does provide an object, which plays 
the role of ‘internal symmetry group’ of the quantum field theory [12], although it 
cannot in general capture all the structure of the quantum field theory. This is the 
physical motivation behind our results [12]. 
A main achievement of the resulting theorem in [17] and below is that it is now 
general enough to be applied in the case when we are given a rigid braided 
monoidal category Ce with no functor at all! Basically, just take V = % with the 
identity functor. More precisely, we take here V = % a cocompletion over ‘%. This 
therefore associates to any rigid braided monoidal category % a Hopf algebra 
Aut(%). In this case Aut(%) is dual quasitriangular with a trivial dual quasitrian- 
gular structure: it is therefore ‘commutative’ in a certain sense. Such a situation 
can be called braided commutative and in this case the Hopf algebra Aut(%) is 
like the ring of functions on a ‘group’, i.e. a braided group. This is the kind of 
structure explored (in a dual form) in [12] in connection with quantum field 
theory in low dimensions. It should be mentioned that the precise notion of 
‘braided-commutativity’ that arises here as a property of Aut(%) is not however, 
described intrinsically in terms of the Hopf algebra itself but rather in terms of a 
pair consisting of a Hopf algebra in the braided monoidal category and a 
subcategory of comodules with respect to which the Hopf algebra behaves as a 
commutative one. This is a useful notion even for ordinary Hopf algebras (weaker 
than the usual one) and is so far the only one that extends well to a general 
braided monoidal category where ly2 # id. We describe it in detail in Section 3. 
As a purely algebraic application, every dual quasitriangular Hopf algebra A 
gives such a braided group A in the category AJI1. Here AJll denotes comodules. 
This is the main result of Section 4. Similarly if f : A, -+ A, is a Hopf algebra map 
between dual quasitriangular Hopf algebras, there is an induced functor 
F: A’&+.A *.h!. Then there is an associated dual quasitriangular Hopf algebra 
B(A,, f, AZ) in A2&, i.e., a braided quantum group. This application is also 
explained in Section 4. We conclude with a simple example. 
The results in this last section have important consequences for the theory of 
ordinary (dual) quasitriangular Hopf algebras, independently of our original 
context in category theory. Roughly speaking, A is like a ‘linearized’ version of A 
in which the original (dual) quantum group is viewed in new ‘co-ordinates’ (new 
category) where it has better properties. This is something like choosing geodesic 
co-ordinates for a metric: by moving to co-ordinates determined by the metric 
itself we make the metric locally linear. In the same way, by moving to a category 
determined by A itself we make it more commutative with better algebraic 
properties. Many theorems familiar to Hopf algebraists for ordinary commutative 
Hopf algebras now hold directly (in the braided category) for A_. After working 
them out, we can then change ‘co-ordinates’ back to obtain results about ordinary 
Hopf algebras. An application of such ideas to the theory of ordinary Hopf 
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algebras is in [20]. The results of Section 4 thus provide a new tool for algebraists 
and it is hoped that they will be of interest even for readers with no interest in 
category-theory for its own sake. For such algebraically-minded readers we have 
included an appendix that derives the most important of the formulae for A_ by 
purely algebraic (category-theory free) methods. Nothing in the main body of the 
paper depends on this appendix. 
Finally, I note that Hopf algebras in braided monoidal categories of ribbon 
type, and some of their properties have recently been studied in [lo]. Some 
relations between this and the present work will be explored elsewhere. 
Preliminaries 
A monoidal category is a category % equipped with a functor @ : %! x %+ % 
and functorial isomorphisms @x,y,z : X@(Y@Z)+(X@Y)@.Z for all objects 
X,Y,Z, and a unit object 1 with functorial isomorphisms 1, : X+1@ X, 
rx : X* X81 for all objects X. The @ should obey a well-known pentagon 
coherence identity while the 1 and r obey triangle identities of compatibility with 
@, see [ll]. 
A monoidal category % is rigid if for each object X, there is an object X* and 
functorial morphisms ev, : X* (8 X+ 1, rx : I+ X @ X* such that 
ppg)xz!E!+ (x@x*)@x=.@(x*@x)=x@~=., 
(1) 
_y*gx*@g1 Id@hr 
- -x”@(xc3x*)=(x*@x)@x* 
cv@ld,I@x* F x* (2) 
compose to id, and id,, respectively. We shall also sometimes have recourse to a 
quasisymmetry or ‘braiding’ V. This is a collection of functorial isomorphisms 
Vf x,y : X @ Y-+ Y @ X obeying two hexagon coherence identities with @. If we 
suppress writing @, 1, r explicitly then these take the form 
w X,Y@Z = TX., o TX.Y ) ~X,Y,Z = qx,z a FY.Z > 
while identities such as qx 1 = id = T!,x ._ can be deduced. A monoidal category 
with such a structure is called braided monoidal. These were introduced in a 
purely category-theoretic context in [S], and occur naturally in connection with 
low-dimension topology [5], as well as more recently in the context of quantum 
groups [19, Section 71 where they were called ‘quasitensor’ categories. If Pz = id 
then one of the hexagons is superfluous and we have an ordinary symmetric 
monoidal category or ‘tensor’ category. Our main results below arose as a 
generalization of classical Tannaka-Krein work such as in [3] and our proofs use 
similar techniques. Likewise, our notations @, @, 1, I, r, 9 follow the notations 
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for the symmetric monoidal or tensor case as used there. Finally, a monoidal 
functor between rigid monoidal categories is one that respects @ in the form 
cX,Y : F(X) C3 F(Y) z F(X @ Y) for functorial isomorphisms c~,~, as well as @, I, 
Y. It then also respects * up to isomorphism. 
Let k denote a field. Most of what we say also works over a commutative ring 
(by using projective modules). We denote by keel the category of modules over k. 
This is a symmetric monoidal or tensor category with the usual tensor product of 
k-modules (e.g. of vector spaces). For another example, kSuperJll is the category 
of Z,-graded k-modules. These form a symmetric monoidal or tensor category 
with the usual tensor product of modules, the usual associativity of modules, but a 
new symmetry ?P”,w :V@W+W@Vdefined by ~(u~w)=(-l)‘“‘~‘w’w~~ on 
elements u, w homogeneous of degree 1 u[ ,I WI. The finite-dimensional versions 
% = kJu i.d., % = ,SuperJU’ d. are examples of rigid symmetric monoidal or tensor 
categories. 
Let (H, % ) be a quasitriangular Hopf algebra over k. We use the axioms of 
Drinfeld [4]. It is well known that the category of H-modules (representations of 
H) form a braided monoidal category, H~, See [19, Section 71 for an early 
treatment. If we limit attention to finite-dimensional modules, % = H~f.d. is a 
rigid braided monoidal category. The H-module structure on the tensor product is 
determined by the comultiplication or ‘coproduct’ A : H+ H @ H. Writing this 
as Ah = C h(,, 63 hC2) the action of h on (u@w)EV@W is hD(u@w)= 
c hm D u @ h(,, D w. Here D denotes the actions. The quasisymmetry is given by 
Fv,w(u @ w) = c % (*I D w @ 8 (‘) D u where we write 2 = c 3 (‘) @ %! (2). The 
dual object V* is given by V* as a linear space and action (h D f)(u) = f((Sh) D u) 
for all u E V, f E V*. Here S is the antipode of H. 
We now describe the less familiar dual setting. A dual quasitriangular Hopf 
algebra (A, 3. ) is a Hopf algebra A and 2 E (A C3 A)* obeying some obvious 
axioms obtained by dualizing Drinfeld’s axioms. This was explained probably for 
the first time in [15, Section 41 and has since then also been used by various other 
authors. For the record, the axioms are, explicitly, 
(3) 
%(a @ bc) = c W(,) @ +qU(,) c3 b) ) (4) 
(5) 
for all a,b,c E A. 2 should be invertible in the convolution algebra. The 
definition works also for A a bialgebra (it does not need an antipode). 
A right A-comodule V is a vector space V and a linear structure map 
pv : V+ V @ A required to obey ( p, @I id) 0 & = (id C3 A) 0 & and (id @ 5) 0 p,_= 
id. We often write such comodules in the standard notation p,(u) = c u(‘) C3 uC2). 
The category of right A-comodules is denoted *JU and is a braided monoidal one. 
The finite-dimensional comodules (e = *.& f.d. form a rigid braided monoidal 
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category. Explicitly, the tensor product of comodules is determined by the algebra 
structure 
Here VJVec 1s the symmetry or usual twist map in k~. The quasisymmetry is 
defined by 
The duals require the existence of an antipode: p,* is defined by p,*(f) = 
(f 0 S)o p,. Here the left-hand side in V* @ A is viewed as a map V- A. 
This completes the description of various examples of rigid symmetric monoidal 
and braided monoidal categories (e. Algebras can of course be defined in any 
monoidal category: an algebra in % is an object A of % with morphisms 
A 8 A+ A, 17 : I-+ A obeying axioms of associativity and unity (7 plays the role 
of unit). Algebra maps are assumed unital. If % has direct sums, then these maps 
should respect them. If % has direct sums, is k-linear and the multiplication and 
unit are k-linear, we say that A is an algebra in % over k. We use the term 
‘algebra’ loosely to cover all these cases. Note that the quasisymmetry of (e is 
relevant only if we want a tensor product algebra structure A 1 @ A,. Namely, 
Likewise, coalgebras make sense in any monoidal category: a coalgebra in (e is 
an object C of % with morphisms A : C -+ C @ C, E : C+ 1 obeying axioms of 
coassociativity and counity. Indeed, a monoidal category with reversed arrows is 
also a monoidal category, and a coalgebra is just an algebra in this. We write the 
comultiplication formally as AC = C cc,) 8 cc2) in the usual way as in [29]. 
Coalgebra maps are assumed counital. Again, %’ needs to have a quasisymmetry if 
we want to have a tensor product coalgebra C, @ C, defined like (8) with arrows 
reversed, 
Hopf algebras make sense in any symmetric monoidal or braided monoidal 
category. The symmetric monoidal case is well known. For the braided monoidal 
case see [17,18]: A Hopf algebra in the category % is an object A of % which is 
both an algebra and a coalgebra in % and for which these are compatible in the 
sense (omitting @ for brevity) of commutativity of 
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A 
pA@A 
I 
ABA .@. 
A@A@A@A 
idWPA,,@id T 
>A@A@A@A 
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(9) 
The counit is also an algebra homomorphism and there is an antipode. The 
axioms for the antipode do not involve 9 and are the same as the usual ones (as 
morphisms in 59). If an antipode is not given we have only a bialgebra in the 
category. The idea of working over a general symmetric monoidal category Ce is 
nothing new, e.g. [24,25,28] as well as [23]. What is new in [12, 17, 181 is to 
generalize further to % rigid braided monoidal. 
For any coalgebra or bialgebra A in a monoidal category %, we define a (right) 
comodule in % as an object V in %’ and morphism p, obeying the same axioms 
(& @id)o& = (id@A)op, 
@). Instead of PV” . 
and (id @ &) 0 & = id (as morphisms and suppressing 
m (6) we use now a quasisymmetry in %. This makes the 
category of comodules of a bialgebra in a braided monoidal category % into a 
monoidal one. Likewise, we have the following: 
Lemma 1.1. Let A be a Hopf algebra in a rigid braided monoidal category (e. 
Then the category of A-comodules in % is also rigid monoidal. We denote it A%. 
Proof. The proof is entirely elementary. The dual comodule &* is obtained by 
dualizing & : V+ V C3 A to a map ( /?,)* : V* + A @ V* (a left A-comodule) 
followed by WA,,, and S. Explicitly, (&)* = (ev, @ id) 0 (id @ & @ id) 0 7~” and 
&* = (id@S)oV, I/S 0 ( p,)*. The verification of the comodule structures is 
straightforward. For example, that pV_ as defined becomes a right comodule is 
part of a general fact which we spell out in Fig. 1: any left comodule (V, pb) 
is converted by (id @ S) 0 V’ to a right comodule (we use this applied to 
(V”, ( p,)*)). The top left cell commutes by pL a left comodule, while the bottom 
VB-4 
AOS 
-V@A@Ad 
S 8 id 
V@A@A 
Fig. 1. Diagram showing (id@SS)olyopb IS a right comodule. The middle cell is verified by (10). 
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cell is an elementary identity (S @ S)o VA,* 0 A = A 0 S that holds for any Hopf 
algebra A in a braided category. The central cell uses the hexagon coherence 
identities for q while the lower left and upper central cells use functoriality of P 
under the morphisms A,p” respectively. Such braid relations and use of func- 
toriality are a general feature of almost all the proofs in Section 2, and will often 
be left to the reader. The r,ev in the category of comodules are r,ev in Ce viewed 
as intertwiners. The proof is equally straightforward. Cl 
Although we will usually leave the checking of braid relations and functoriality 
to the reader, it is worth mentioning some useful shorthand notation that the 
reader might like to use. This consists in writing all morphisms pointing down- 
wards with 
as braids and ev = U, n- = n. The identity object I along with 1, r (and @) can be 
suppressed. We can also write morphisms corresponding to unary operators as 
marked vertical lines while binary ones (such as the multiplication for a Hopf 
algebra in the category) can be written as l,J-vertices, and cobinary ones (such as 
the comultiplication) as h-vertices. The coherence theorem for braided monoidal 
categories means that compositions of Y’/,Y corresponding to the same braid 
compose to the same morphism. Functoriality of 1z’ means that the braid crossings 
(i.e. !P,Y’) commute with any unary, binary, cobinary or other morphisms. As 
an example of the use of such notation, commutativity of the central cell in Fig. 1 
is easily checked from the following diagram: 
This diagrammatic shorthand notation has been used by many people working 
with braided monoidal categories, including the author. It can be used quite 
systematically to present proofs, as for example in [20,21]. We note also some 
recent work of [9] for results leading to an ambient topological interpretation of 
such notation. In the present paper we try to keep such unfamiliar notation to a 
minimum in order to maintain continuity with more conventional techniques. 
Finally, a dual quasitriangular structure %! on a bialgebra or Hopf algebra A in 
% is a morphism A @ A+ 1. obeying axioms similar to the unbraided case (3)-(5). 
Twist maps implicit there must be replaced by q,W-‘. More subtle however, is 
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the role of the opposite multiplication in the left-hand sides of (4) and (5). The 
obvious .Op = .~(q~,~)-’ does not work (it yields instead a bialgebra or Hopf 
algebra in %Y with the opposite braiding, @“,,+, = (W,,,))‘). The correct notion of 
opposite multiplication is found below and is described in Theorem 2.8. More- 
over, the condition . = . Op is the braided-commutativity condition stated in 
Definition 3.1. 
2. Reconstruction theorem 
In this section we prove the main theorem. 
Lemma 2.1. Let U,W be any objects in a rigid braided monoidal category ‘Ir. Then 
there are isomorphisms 
13, : Hom(U*@W, V)EHom(W, U@V) 
for all objects V, functorial in V. 
Proof. If f: lJ*@W+V then consider t$,(f)=(id@f)~v,: W-, 
UQ3U*~W-+U@V. Similarly if g: W +U@V consider B,‘(g)=(ev,@id)o 
(id@g): U*@W+U*@U@V+V. Th ese operations are inverse due to the 
rigidity axioms (1) and (2). 0 
Theorem 2.2. Let % be a monoidal category and 7f a rigid braided monoidal 
category cocomplete over %. Let F : 9 - ‘Ir be a monoidal functor. Then there 
exists a v-bialgebra, A = Aut(%‘, F, Y), such that F factorizes monoidally as 
%+ AY+ 7f. Here A”lr is the category of A-comodules in Y” and the second factor 
is the forgetful functor. A is universal with this property. That is, if A’ is any other 
such Yf-bialgebra then there exists a unique ‘l/^-bialgebra map A + A’ inducing a 
functor A’I/‘+ A’Y” such that 
commutes 
Proof. The key step is to consider the functor F : V+ ‘&IS, VH Nat(F, Fv). Here 
Nat denotes natural transformations and Fv : %+ V is defined by F,(X) = 
F(X) @ V. We first show that F is representable, i.e. there exists an object A in V 
and functorial isomorphisms 
19, : Hom(A, V) z Nat(F, F,,) . (11) 
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In view of Lemma 2.1 we need to take A = u, F(X)* 8 F(X) /- where we must 
quotient by an equivalence relation - to ensure that the collection 
Hom(F(X), F(X) 8 V) corresponding to Hom(A, V) is natural. If v is concrete 
then the desired equivalence relation is therefore just 
F($)*y* @3x - y* 0 F($)x 
for all 4 : X-+ Y, x E F(X), y* E F(Y)*. This is just the dual of the ‘coherent 
matrix-valued functions on %” in [17, Sections 2 and 41. There is a fancy way 
to say this for abstract categories: Let A = 1% Ax,y,+ be the colimit over 
X,Y,+ : X-+ Y of A,,,,+ obtained as coequalizer of the diagram 
,u,, F(Y')* 8 F(X’) $LJ qw* @ FW”)+ A.x,w . 
Here fx, r,qb = F(4)* @id and gx,y,+ = id @ F(4) if X’ = X, Y’ = Y and are other- 
wise zero. This is very similar to the well-known case when “1’= “I’ec [27, Section 
I. 1.3.2.11 or [31]. Another name for this abstract construction for A is the ‘tensor 
product’ of functors F* = * 0 F and F, see [ll, Section IX.61 where it is identified 
as a coend. In the notation of [ll, Section IX.61 we could write A = F* @ F = 
1” F*(X) @ F(X). 0 ur assumption of cocompleteness of “Ir ensures that this 
tensor product exists, On the other hand, such fancy notations do not substitute 
for the actual construction. We have indicated it in detail because we shall later 
need to re-examine it more carefully in order to construct suitable colimits in the 
weaker setting of Section 3. The next five lemmas complete the proof. 0 
In fact, once we have obtained an object A obeying (11) the rest follows in a 
standard way by repeated use of (11) without recourse to details of A. This is an 
important advantage of the present approach.. Thus, let px = 0,(id,), : F(X)-+ 
F(X) C3 A correspond in (11) to the identity A + A. From this, 13, is recovered 
as O,(f)x=(id@f)opx for all fEHom(A,V). Let P*ENat(F,F,,,) be 
defined by /3 $ = ( px @ id) 0 px. Then A = 0,;, ( p ‘) defines a comultiplication 
on A in the usual way. Now consider F” : %“- ‘I/‘ sending (X,, . . . ,X,,) to 
F(X,)@...@F(X,), and the corresponding F, : I/+ Nat(F”, F”,). 
Lemma 2.3. The k” are representable by the n-fold tensor products A”. Explicitly 
the isomorphisms 0” v : Hom(A”, V) E Nat(F”, F”,) are given by 
G(f) x1 ,..., x,=(id~f)“~~,,(,Z)~...~~(x~,)o... 
01v TV AJW,) O(Px,@~~W&,). 
Proof. This follows by induction from the case n = 1 proven so far. If @ E 
Nat(F”, F”,) for V E ‘Ir, we consider 0; ,,___, x,_, = 0, ,,,,,, x,_,,x, 0 (id @ Tag) as 0’ 
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E Nat(F”-‘, FL;‘), where V’ = F(X,) 8 V 8 F(X,,)*. Functoriality of 0’ follows 
from that of 0. Hence by induction hypothesis we have 0’ = O;;‘(f’) for some 
f’ : A”-’ + F(X,,) C3 V C3 F(X,)*. Along the lines of Lemma 2.1, this corresponds 
also to f”: A”-’ Q3 F(X,) + F(X,,) @ V defined by f” = ev,(XnI 0 (f’ @ id). Let 
W= A”-’ and regard f” 0 (lyG,F(X,)))’ 0 nW : F(X,) + F(X,) @I V @I W* as 
defining an element of Nat(F, F,,,.). Hence this expression is 6$e,W.(f”‘) for 
some f”’ : A + V C3 W*. Finally, again along the lines of Lemma 2.1 this corre- 
sponds to f : W C3 A+ V defined by f = ev, of”‘0 ?JJG,A. Tracing through the 
inverses of these correspondences we have f”’ = fo (?I’“,,,)-’ 0 rrW and hence that 
f”=WG,qX”,%/ Now @X,,...,,Q = ev,(xJ o WI ...,x,_1 @ id). we Put 
0’ = 0;;’ (f’) into the right-hand side and recognize f” =‘e~,(~~~ 0 (f’ 63 id). Using 
our expression for this and the braid relations in “Ir, we obtain finally 0 = 
G(f). 0 
Lemma 2.4. Let - : A @ A + A be defined as the inverse image under 0: of the 
element of Nat(F*, F:) defined by 
~:(*)x,, = c&OPx@YOcx,Y~ 
Then the multiplication . is associative. 
Proof. From the definitions the element of Nat(F3, F:) corresponding to the 
two-fold multiplication . ( * ) : a 63 b 8 c H a * (b * c) is 
6X (. )) = cY,lzOc&Zo PX@(Y@Z) ocx,Yc3z”cY,z . 
Likewise, 
Comparing these the functoriality of pcxe,y),az under the morphism @x,y,z implies 
that 
F(X)@ F(Y)@ F(Z) c-ZF(@xx,r~z)cL l F(X)@ F(Y)@ F(Z) 
I 
e2C.C.)) 
1 
0jCC.P) 
F(X) C3 F(Y) @ F(Z) 8 A = F(X) 63 F(Y) @ F(Z) 63 A 
That F is monoidal just says c-*F(@)c2 = Qv. So the two natural transformations 
in Nat(F3, F:) corresponding to . (. ) and ( * ) * are the same up to associativity in 
7”. Hence these maps are the same up to associativity in 7f. 0 
Lemma 2.5. A(ab) = A( f or all a,b E A. Likewise for the counit. 
Proof. The corresponding members of Nat(F*, Fi@,,) are as follows. The mor- 
phism do. corresponds on F(X) @ F(Y) to 
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The last expression is just the natural transformation corresponding to (. 69. ) 0 
A AC3A as required. The counit is equally straightforward. 0 
Lemma 2.6. AV is a monoidal category and there is a monoidal functor 
p:(e+ A’lrprecomposing with the forgetful functor to give F. It assigns underlying 
object F(X) in ‘Ir and comodule structure px to object X in %, and assigns 
intertwiner F(+) to morphism $ in %. Here cx,y : F(X) C3 F(Y) -+ F(X@ Y) is an 
intertwiner inducing p, C3 p, z 13~~~ in AZr. 
Proof. The tensor product of comodules is of course determined from the 
multiplication in A in the usual way, cf. (6). That c is indeed an intertwiner then 
reduces to the definition of . in Lemma 2.4. That p is monoidal (with intertwiner 
c) reduces to F monoidal. 0 
Lemma 2.7. (Universal property of A). Let A’ be a bialgebra in V such that the 
functor F factors through A’V via the forgetful functor, and such that the functor 
%+ A”I/ is monoidal by intertwiner c. Then there is a map of W^-bialgebras 
f : A+ A’, uniquely determined, such that the diagram in Theorem 2.2 commutes. 
Proof. The assumption is that of a monoidal functor /3’ : %+ A’T, i.e. a certain 
collection of maps /3’ x : F(X) + F(X) 8 A’. These are each comodule structures 
and form together an element of Nat(F, FAS). Let f be the inverse image under f3,, 
of this element. Because each pju is a comodule structure, it is easy to see that f is 
a coalgebra map, (f @f)oA = A’of, E = F’ 0 f. This is standard. The proof that f 
respects the multiplication is obtained by computing the elements of Nat(F2, F:.) 
corresponding to .A, 0 (f @ f) and f 0 .A using the definition of the multiplication in 
A and that /3’ is monoidal by c. They coincide. Hence these two maps 
coincide. 0 
Theorem 2.8. In Theorem 2.2 suppose that % is a braided monoidal or ‘quasiten- 
sor’ category with quasisymmetry !P. Let 3 be the inverse image under 0: of the 
element of Nat(F’, F2) given by 
Then this makes (A, 9i! ) a dual quasitriangular bialgebra in V. That is, 
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LB. ~(id@*“~) = (9 @ %)~?P~,~~(d@id), 
( .oP@%)OAAB/, = (94 @.)~d,~, . 
Here, !PI,+, act as in A,@, onthemiddleA@AofA@A@A@A. .“Pisuniquely 
determined by the condition 
e”i( .o (1zI;J’) = e:( .OP) 
where e”” is defined as in Lemma 2.3 but with the opposite braiding, SF,+, = 
(TL,v)-’ for all objects V,W. 
Proof. The proof that this %! obeys the analog in ‘?” of the axioms (3) and (4) as 
shown follows exactly the same strategy as above. Since it is one of the novel 
aspects of the work, we shall give the proof in some detail. We compute first the 
element of Nat(F”, F3) corresponding under 192 to the morphism 9? o(. C3 id). 
From the definition of O:, the braid relations in 2r and functoriality under . we 
obtain it on F(X) C9 F(Y) @I F(Z) in the intermediate form 
The p, @ p, then combines with . to give cm1 0 pxByo c which combines with /3= 
and C?4 to give c-~~I~~(~)~~~,~~c. The proof of these steps is spelled out 
explicitly in Fig. 2. The result appears as the clockwise path. The left-hand cell 
uses the braid relations in V while the lower cell is functoriality. 
F(X)@F Y)@F(Z) I 132 
F(X)@F(Y)@F(Z)@A 
Bx @ PY/ 
F(X)~AAF(~‘)~A~F(Z)~A 
/ 
J’(X) McJ;;~ 
F(X)@J’(Y)@F(Z)@AAAAA 
F(X)@F(Y)@F(Z)C?JAAA 
I 
R 
F(X) @F(Y) @F(Z) 
Fig. 2. Diagram computing O:(% 0 ( @id)). 
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The remaining computations will continue to use the same techniques. For the 
natural transformation corresponding to (%! 8 %! ) 0 YPI,~ 0 (id @ A) we use the 
definition of A to turn pz to pi. After some braid relations in “Ir we bring the 
outer & past the right-most 6% to obtain 
The &@pz with 28 contributes 0~(92)>,,,. Commuting pX past this, using 
!P&Xj,F(yj (and later its inverse) to put pX next to the remaining & and combining 
with 9? contributes 6:(%!)),,,. In this way, for the elements of Nat(F3, F”) to 
coincide we require 
This is solved by O:(Z) as stated because the F(Y’) can be brought together 
using functoriality of the ?PV: when this is done (using of course the ubiquitous 
braid relations in 7) it reduces to F applied to the hexagon for !P -l. This is 
shown in Fig. 3. 
Likewise, applying 0: to the morphism 2 o(id@ .“‘) gives 
F(X) @ p Y) @ F(Z) 
F(*z,Y-‘) 
/ 
$ 
F(qz,x-‘) 
;y 
/ \ 
F(X) 8 F(Y) s3 F(Z) 
Fig. 3. Diagram for verifying (12) 
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Here the braid relations in V work out provided we use .Op defined by 
ex ‘“p)Y,z =~~(~,“,A)-‘~(~Y(,),A)~l~(PY~Pz) 
= ~~(z),F(Y)OC-loPZ~YOCO(~~(Z),F(Y))~l . 
The computation of the element of Nat(F3, F3) corresponding to 
(2 @~)0~I,.4 0 (A @3 id) is similar to that above. We thus obtain the requirement 
corresponding to (4) in “1/‘ as 
This is similarly solved by e:(S) as stated, reducing to F applied to the other 
hexagon for p-l. 
For the proof of the analog of (5) we follow the same steps as in the proof of 
Lemma 2.5. Thus the map on the right of (5) (now a morphism in ‘V) is 
*o(.%! @id)oA,B,,. We compute the corresponding element under f3: of 
Nat(F’, Fi). Using the definition of A, the pX63& becomes @~@/3~ as in 
Lemma 2.5. Using the outer /IX El & with 3, gives 13:(9? )X,Y. Commuting . past 
this and combining with the remaining /?, @ &, gives O~(%)),,Yo c-l~~X~Y~ c. 
Putting in its definition gives as result 
Likewise the map on the left in (5), namely (id @3 3 ) 0 ( .Op @I id) 0 A,@,, corre- 
sponds under 0: to 
These two natural transformations are the same by functoriality of p E 
Nat(F, FA) for the morphism (?JJy,X)-l. This completes the proof of the 
theorem. 0 
Note that in the case V = “I’ec and ‘% = *JU for an ordinary dual quasitriangular 
bialgebra (A, S!), this theorem returns not the original dual quasitriangular 
structure on A but the opposite one, 3 -’ 0 VfyA. This is a feature of our 
conventions: in Theorem 2.8 there is also an opposite dual quasitriangular 
structure on A obeying similar axioms. 
Proposition 2.9. In Theorem 2.2 suppose that Ce is rigid. Then A has an antipode. 
Explicitly, S : A + A is defined as the inverse image under 0, of the natural 
transformation 
b(S), = evFCx) o (C,F(X)’ ) -l~d~‘~px,~dx~(~~~x,~id). 
S. Majid 
Fig. 4. Diagram in proof of Proposition 2.9. 
Here d, : F(X)* + F(X*) are the isomorphisms induced in a natural way by the 
property that F is monoidal, cf. [30]. 
Proof. We evaluate the elements of Nat(F, FA) corresponding to the morphisms 
.(S@id)A and .(id@S)A from A-A. For the first of these the result is 
evF(x) o Px*CM o TF(X) (omitting c,d for brevity). The computation is spelled out in 
Fig. 4. The hexagonal cell is the definition of O,(S),. The central cell uses the 
braid relations as usual. But now functoriality of p under the morphism 
ev, : X* 8X+ 1 implies that ev,(,) 0 pX*ooxo r’FCX) is the same as id @n E 
Nat(F, FA). But this is just 13,(q 0 E) since p, is a comodule structure for A as 
seen above. Likewise, .(id @I S)A corresponds under 0, to the natural transforma- 
tion ev,(,)o(C FCXJ1 o&~~~o rFCX) (omitting c,d). Functoriality of p under 
the morphism ri : I-, X @ X* implies that this is also the same as the natural 
transformation corresponding to n 0 F. 0 
3. Main corollary: Braided groups 
In this section we obtain as a corollary of the theorems above that every rigid 
braided monoidal category has a braided group of automorphisms Aut(%). 
Definition 3.1. A braided group is a pair (A, 0’) where A is Hopf algebra in a 
braided monoidal category, 0 is a subcategory of A-comodules with respect to 
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which A is braided-commutative in the sense that (cf. [12]) 
on V @I A for all right comodules & in 0. Here Qv,A = VA ,” o qv,A. 
The notion of braided-commutativity introduced here is a weak one defined 
with respect to a class of comodules in the category. This is useful even for 
ordinary Hopf algebras: So long as the Hopf algebra coacts on comodules in the 
class, it behaves like a commutative one, i.e. like a group. Since our Hopf 
algebras live in a braided monoidal category, it is natural to denote the (weakly) 
braided-commutative ones as ‘braided groups’. Some applications of this concept 
of commutativity with respect to a class are in [20] (in a dual setting of 
co-commutativity). In fact every Hopf algebra A in a braided category can be 
regarded as a braided group by taking for B the subcategory B(A) of A-comodules 
obeying the condition in Definition 3.1. The class B(A) thus measures the degree 
to which any A is braided-commutative. It is closed under 8, see [21] (in the dual 
setting). In practice we can specify any convenient subcategory 0. The idea 
behind weak commutativity then is that instead of limiting ourselves to declaring 
that a given Hopf algebra is commutative or not, we can systematically treat any 
one as being commutative in a limited context. This broader view of commutativi- 
ty seems to be the one that generalizes most easily to braided monoidal 
categories. 
Of course, more conventional intrinsic (not weak) conditions such as . = 
(FA,A)-lo. or . = VA,A~- can also be imposed but neither of these is particularly 
natural in a truly braided monoidal category where !P* # id, i.e. there do not 
appear to be many non-trivial examples. On the other hand, in the weak form 
above there are many examples of A equipped with a non-trivial class 0. Indeed, 
the specific form of the definition of braided groups is motivated by considering 
dual quasitriangular Hopf algebras in braided monoidal categories as arising in 
Theorem 2.8. 
Proposition 3.2. Let F : %‘+ Y be a monoidal functor between rigid braided 
monoidal category in the setting of Section 2. Then A = Aut(%‘, F, 2/-) is a braided 
group with respect to the image of Ce+ AZr iff . = .Op. This happens if F : % + ‘Ir 
respects the quasisymmetries in the form cm1 0 F(q) 0 c = v “‘. 
Proof. (i) .Op was defined in Theorem 2.8 (it is a second bialgebra structure on 
A = Aut(%, F, v)). We see that . = .“’ corresponds to equality of the natural 
transformations 0% * >x,v, 8< *“(F:,A)-l)X,Y. These are morphisms 
F(X) @ F(Y) + F(X) @ F(Y) @ A. As in Lemma 2.3 we can write these equiva- 
lently as two morphisms f ‘,g’ : F(X)+ F(X)@V where V= F(Y)@AAF(Y)*. 
Explicitly, 
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Our original natural transformations are recovered by applying ev,(,) to these, 
hence . = .Op iff f’ = g’ for all X,Y. On the other hand we see that f’ = OV(f)X 
and g’ = 0,,( g)X for certain f,g : A + F(Y) 63 A @I F(Y)* and we have equality iff 
f = g. This is 
Applying ev,(,) to both sides we have equivalently 
as morphisms A C3 F(Y) --, F(Y) C3 A. This is for all Y, i.e. for all comodules 
(F(Y), /3,) in the image of % * A7 in Lemma 2.6. After precomposing with the 
isomorphisms !@&y),A on both sides and using the braid relations and functoriality 
of ?JJ~ under By, we obtain the relations in Definition 3.1. 
(ii) If F respects the quasisymmetry as stated then we see in Theorem 2.8 that 
0:(9?) = id. In general it was given as the ratio of W” and F(V). 92 controls the 
degree of non-commutativity so when ?i? is trivial in this way we can expect that 
. = -Op. To see this we simply write out the natural transformations corresponding 
to ( .OP @ %)“A,@,, = (3 C3.)~AABA. These were computed in the proof of 
Theorem 2.8. When 0:(9X) is trivial we obtain the condition 
The left-hand side is 02(. )x,y. The right-hand side is 
Using the braid relations and functoriality, this is just the same as 
‘:( I0 @?i,A)-?X,Y. This completes the proof of the proposition. 0 
Finally, we note two variants of the work of Section 2 and Proposition 3.2. In 
the first variant we drop the assumption that “Ir is cocomplete. In this case we do 
not automatically have that A = Aut(%, F, V) exists. Instead we suppose that A 
exists anyway in V. If V is rigid we will still be able to apply Lemma 2.3 and all 
the remaining results of Section 2 and Proposition 3.2. If 7” is not rigid we can still 
proceed provided we establish the conclusion of Lemma 2.3 directly by some 
other means. In either case, if % is also rigid we obtain a Hopf algebra, if not we 
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obtain only a bialgebra. This was the point of view taken in [17]. It is useful in 
actually computing examples and will be used in Section 4. For example, taking 
F : %+ (e as the identity functor we will compute some examples of the form 
Aut(%, id %). From Proposition 3.2 these will necessarily be braided groups. 
In the present section we drop the assumption that V is rigid but keep 
cocompleteness. This is a second variant but enables us to associate a braided 
group to any rigid braided monoidal category %. This is because in general 
Aut(%, id, %?) need not exist in %. Instead, by working with a cocompletion 
i : %‘--$ %, we will be assured of existence in %. We concentrate on the cocomple- 
tion provided by the Yoneda embedding of any % in its presheaf category. Some 
related work is in [2]. For our limited purposes, however, it is easy enough to 
proceed directly by elementary arguments. Ce itself should be equivalent to a small 
category. 
Corollary 3.3. Let % be a rigid braided monoidal category and (e its cocompletion 
given by the Yoneda embedding i : %+ Yet “‘lp. Then Aut(%) = Aut(%, i, %) exists 
in % and is a braided group, i.e. braided-commutative in the sense of Definition 
3.1. We call it the automorphism braided group of %. A = Aut(%) is the universal 
object with the property that the forgetful functor “(e-e has a section (i.e. a 
functor % + A% composing with the forgetful functor to the identity functor). 
Proof. The Yoneda embedding i : % + Yet’“’ is given by 
i(X) = Hom( , X) , i(4)= 40 
for objects and morphisms of %. Here Yet ‘V is the presheaf category of 
contravariant functors from %’ to Y%t and Hom( , X) is the contravariant functor 
2~ Hom(Z, X) for Hom($, X) = 0 $ for $J : Z-+ Z’. It is known that this pro- 
vides a cocompletion % of the image of %. Hence there is an object A (a cer- 
tain contravariant functor) in % such that Hom,(A, V) = Nat(i, iv). Explicitly, the 
tensor product i(X) @ V is defined by (i(X) @V)(Z) = V(X* @I Z) for all Z E %. 
Here V E 9etWnP can be any contravariant functor from % to Yet. From Lemma 
2.1 we note also that (i(X) @ i(Y))(Z) = Hom(X” @ Z, Y) = Hom(Z, X8 Y) = 
i(X@ Y)(Z). N ow 0 E Nat(i, iv) denotes a coherent family { 0,: i(X)+ 
i(X) @ V}, i.e. defines a certain family {O,,,: Hom(Z, X)-t V(X* ‘64 Z)} for all 
X,Z E %. Meanwhile, A and V are functors and an element of Horn(A) V) is a 
natural transformation between them. If we take A defined by the coequalizer 
n,,, i( Y*) @ i(X) s u, i(X*) 69 i(X)-+ A then clearly any f : A+ V corre- 
sponds to a coherent family of morphisms fx : i(X*) @ i(X)+ V. This means a 
coherent family f,,, : Hom(Z, X* @ X) + V(Z). The coequalizers are chosen so 
that coherent families of this sort are in one-to-one correspondence with coherent 
families of the sort 0, z by means of the rigidity of %. We can similarly describe 
Hom(A@ A, V), etc. as coherent families and by arguments of this type we can 
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verify the conclusion of Lemma 2.3 explicitly. Hence the remaining results of 
Section 2 apply. That % is rigid braided monoidal also means that the resulting 
%-Hopf algebra A has an antipode (corresponding to rigidity of %) and a dual 
quasitriangular structure (corresponding to % braided monoidal). As explained in 
Proposition 3.2, the dual quasitriangular structure is given by the ratio of the 
braidings in Ce and %. This is trivial and hence A is a braided group with respect to 
the class stated. 0 
Clearly, these conclusions also apply to any other cocompletion for which the 
canonical inclusion is well-behaved. Among these our Aut(%) is universal. This is 
because Yet’ OQ is the free cocomplete extension of % as a category, see for 
example [22, Section 1.21. In particular, for any F : %--+ “I’ to a cocomplete 
category “I/^ we have an induced functor p : % -+ ‘V. Here p 0 i = F and p preserves 
all small colimits. Hence if “Ir is another cocompletion of ‘% we will have 
Aut(%, F, ‘Y-) = p(Aut(%)) according to our explicit coequalizer descriptions of 
both sides. 
Another observation, useful for computations is as follows. If i factors through 
a braided monoidal category “I’ as 55’6 “IrA % ( j a full embedding) and 
Aut(%) happens to lie in the image of Y’, then Aut(%, F, ‘T) must exist, and its 
image coincides with Aut(%) up to unique isomorphism. This is because an 
element of Nat(F, Fv) is mapped by j to an element of Nat(i, ijcv,). This 
corresponds to a unique morphism Aut(%‘)+ j(V) and hence to a unique 
morphism in 77 Here Aut(%, F, T) is characterized up to isomorphism by this 
representing property. For example, if % has finite coproducts, we may consider 
for Y’” the category Ind(%‘) of [6]. 
Finally, let us note that the constructions Aut(%, F, V) and Aut(%) are quite 
natural and have the obvious functorial properties. Assuming the data for the 
relevant automorphism Hopf algebras, we have 
(9 
(ii) 
Aut(% > E;1, ct-) 
f* 
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for all monoidal functors f which are compatible as shown (in the second case f 
should respect the two quasisymmetries also). The f, and S* are Hopf algebra 
morphisms constructed in the obvious way from the universal property in 
Theorem 2.2. Thus for (i), we compose f with the functor Y&e,-, A”t(V;z.‘z,L’)‘V to 
obtain a functor that composes with the forgetful functor to give F,. By the 
universal property for Aut(%‘, , F,, Y) we obtain a morphism f,, uniquely de- 
termined. For (ii), apply f to the comodules in the image of Ce--+ A”t(‘L’,F1,7r1?V, 
with f to obtain a functor %?* f(A”f(V,F1,‘V1))Yz. This composes with the forgetful 
functor to give F,. By the universal property for Aut(%, F2, V2) we obtain a 
morphism f*, uniquely determined. Note that if either of the functors f is an 
equivalence then the corresponding f, or f* is an isomorphism. From this 
observation it also follows that if f : %$ + ge, is an equivalence of braided 
monoidal categories then f(Aut( ‘%,)) z Aut( V&e,> after extending f to the cocomple- 
tions . 
4. Main application: Transmutation 
We are now in a position to use the results of the preceding section to associate 
to any quantum group a braided group analog. This arises as the automorphism 
braided group in Corollary 3.3 computed in the case % = A&f.d.. In practice, to 
make such computations it is not necessary to work with cocompletions. Instead, 
what we actually compute is Aut(%, id, %‘) or Aut(%, id, “A) according to the 
first variant mentioned in the preceding section. We introduced this process of 
transmutation in [12, Section 31. We obtain its dual formulation. 
Theorem 4.1. Let A be a dual quasitriangular Hopf algebra in the usual sense. 
Then there is a braided group A_ in the category AJll described as follows in terms of 
A. As a linear space and coalgebra, A_ coincides with A. The algebra structure and 
antipode are transmuted to 
A is an object in A& by the adjoint right coaction 
(13) 
(14) 
As such, there is an action of the braid group on tensor powers of A_ defined by 
P 554 in (7). This makes A_ into a braided Hopf algebra. It is braided-commutative 
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in the sense 
This makes A into a braided group. Here Q : A 63 A-+ k is the convolution 
product S2, * CR, i.e. Q(u@ b) = C %!(b,,, @ ~~,,)%(a~,, @ b,,,). 
Proof. We set % = A~ f.d.. We concentrate for brevity on the case when A is 
finite-dimensional, taking V = %, i.e. we show that A = Aut(%, id, %) exists and 
has the structure shown. For the infinite-dimensional case we use V= *.& with 
much the same proof for A_ = Aut(%, id, “A). We show first (for either case) that 
A_ is indeed a representing object for the functor F in Lemma 2.3. In our case 
F = id. In one direction, if f E Horn@, V) we define O,(f), = (l@_/) 0 /3,. This 
is a morphism X+ X @ V for every X E *Jll f’d when A_ has the adjoint coaction 
as shown. In the inverse direction, if 0 E Nat(F, Fv) we define f= (E @ id)0 OAR. 
Here A, denotes A as a right comodule by the diagonal coaction PA, = A. We 
must show that f is a morphism when viewed as a map f : A+ V. To see this note 
the two useful identities 
c %I,)@ U(2) 
= c 0,/J”)(‘)(,) @ @A,p)(2)(T) c3 0A,(“)(l)(*)~An(,)(2,(Z) ) 
= c oAR(“)y*) c3 @AR(u)(‘)(2i 63 @A,(U)(2) ) 
for all a E A. Here @(a) = c O(a)“‘@ O(a) (2) is our explicit notation. The first 
identity is the statement that OAR : A, - AK C3 V is a morphism. The second is 
the statement that 0 is functorial under the morphisms A, + A, defined by 
a H C f(a(,,)a(,, for all f E A*. Then we compute 
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The first equality uses (15), the second uses the first of the above identities for 
@*,. The third and fourth use the counit axioms. The fifth uses the second of the 
above OAR identities. The sixth uses the antipode axioms. Thus f : A-+ V is a 
morphism. Next, if 0 = 0,(f’) thenf(a) = (E 8 id) 0 e,(f’),,(u) = (E 8 id) 0 (id 
(8 f’) 0 p,,(a) = c .s(a,,,)f’(a,,,) = f’(u) by the counit axioms. In the other 
direction if 0 is given we now show that 0,(f) = 0 * as natural transformations. To 
see this fix an arbitrary XE % and consider for all g E X* the family pf 
morphisms i, = ( g @id) 0 & : X_+ A,. These are morphisms because C i,@(l)) 
@ x(*) = C g(x”)(‘))x(‘)(*) @ x(*) = C g(xC1))x(*)(,) 8 x(*)(~) = p,, 0 i,(x), using 
the comodule property of p,(x) = c x (*) 8 ,x(‘) Now functoriality of 0 under .
this morphism means that_(i, @id)0 0, = OARoig, i.e. c g(O,(x)“““)O,(x)““” 
@9@,(x)(*) = - g(x”‘)@~R(x(z)). Applying c @id to both sides we obtain 
c g(O,(x)(‘)) ox(x)‘2’ = g(x”‘)f(x’“‘) = (g 8 id) 0 &(f),(x). Since this is for 
all g E X* we conclude that 0 = 19,(f). This concludes our proof that A_ repre- 
sents 6 as needed in Lemma 2.3. Since ‘V = % is rigid we can apply the proof of 
Lemma 2.3 to conclude that A_” represent the higher p. When A is infinite 
-dimensional we take V a little bigger as ‘V = *.&. In this case we have to verify 
the conclusion of Lemma 2.3 directly. This is done by explicit computations in 
exactly the same way as for IZ = 1 already given. Hence the results of Sections 2 
and 3 apply and we conclude that the object 4 is a braided group. 
We can now compute the explicit formulae (13)-(16) by tracing through the 
abstract constructions in Sections 2 and 3. For example, we verify here that 
o:( 1 )X,Y is as defined in Lemma 2.4. Thus let X, Y be two objects in *.& f.d.. We 
denote the comodule structures by p,(x) = C x(l) 8 .x@‘, etc. ; F,c are the identity. 
Then from Lemma 2.3, and (7) for 9d,FCy), we have 
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Here for the second equality we used (13) and the suffix notation of [29] for 
higher comultiplications. We expanded % using (3). For the third equality we 
combine the first and last 3 factors using (4). Using (3) on the remaining two %! 
factors gives the last expression as in Lemma 2.4. Note that %!(a@ 1) = 
%!( 1 (8 a) = &(U) f or any dual quasitriangular Hopf algebra or bialgebra (this is 
easily deduced from the axiom of existence of a convolution inverse of 3). 
Likewise, to obtain the formula for the antipode we compute from Proposition 
2.9. Note that in A.Aff.d., ~~(1) = c a e, @f” where {e,} is a basis of F(X) and 
{f”} a dual basis. d is trivial as well as F,c. Thus S is defined by the proposition 
via 
Here we obtain the third equality from (7) for_ q in terms of the comodule 
structures on A and F(X)* (both denoted by the (I) @ (‘) notation). We obtain the 
fourth equality since pxS is a comodule, For the fifth equalny we use the relation 
between px and px*, namely C (f(l), x) fc2) = c (f, x”‘) Sxc2’ where ( , ) 
denotes evaluation. Comparing these expressions and using-that S is an an- 
ticoalgebra map we see that &I = c (Sa(,))(‘% -‘((SQ(,))(~) 8 Su(,)). Since 
92 -‘(a ~3 b) = 9?(Su C3 b) and %!(&I 8 Sb) = %(a @ b) for any dual quasitriangular 
Hopf algebra (from (3) and (4)), we have 
Su = x (SU(,))“‘~((Sa(,))‘i) 63 a(, ) 
= c (~~~1))(2)~((~(~~(,,)(,,)(Sa(,,)(,, @‘a(,)) . 
Using again that S is an anticoalgebra map now gives the formula for the antipode 
stated in the theorem. More precisely, the formula verifies Proposition 2.9. 
Likewise we can compute the content of Definition 3.1 in this context. The class 
6 here is the class of right A_-comodules (V, pv) which coincide as linear maps 
V+ V CB A with the tautological comodule structure by which V is an object in 
A.K On u E V, a E A we have (id@:) 0 &(v 8 a) = c u(l) @J II(‘) : a, while 
(id~~)“Q,Ao~AAoP~(U~ua) ,_ _,_ 
- - - - 
= C (id@;) o Q,,(u(~’ @ uci) @ u(~)(‘)~!(u(~)(~) @ a(‘))) 
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- - - - - - 
=Cu ci)ii) 8 a(3(3 I u~2~~1k3~v~2~~2~ B aG9Q~u(~~~2) B .ci)c?)) 
We used here the axioms of the comodule structures on V and on A itself (both 
denoted by the (i) @ (‘) notation above) and the definitions of !-PA A and QV,A. We _._ 
see that Definition 3.1 obtains on all comodules in the tautological class 0 iff (16) 
holds. This completes the proof of the theorem. We note that putting the 
comodule structure (15) into (16) and using (3) and (4) also gives the explicit 
form 
(17) 
This is used in [14]. It simplifies further. 0 
This theorem is an important application of our category-theoretic onstruc- 
tions because it transmutes a non-commutative object A in the ordinary category 
of vector spaces into a commutative object, albeit in a braided category. This is a 
shift in view-point from non-commutative geometry in the sense of [l] to the 
philosophy of supergeometry and its extensions. That is, the braided group A_ is 
commutative, i.e. a classical and not quantum object. Thus a braided group is like 
a supergroup but in an even more non-commutative category (since the quasisym- 
metry no longer has square one). Because of the many successes of the super 
philosophy, it does seem worthwhile to transmute quantum groups in this way. 
The notions of super-manifolds, super-vector fields, and super-integration all have 
natural generalization to the symmetric monoidal setting as stressed in [7,23] and 
further to the present braided monoidal setting. This will be explored elsewhere. 
The structure of A_ first turned up in [13] in another context. 
Analogously, the main theorem itself, as well as Theorem 2.8, implies in this 
setting, the following theorem: 
Theorem 4.2. Let f : A 1 + A, be a Hopf algebra map where A 2 is dual quasitrian- 
gular. Then there is a braided Hopf algebra B(A 1, f, A2) in A2.&. Zf A, is also dual 
quasitriangular then B( A 1, f, A2) is dual quasitriangular in A2.4 with 92 induced by 
f. Here B(A, id, A) = A, B(A, E, k) = A and B(k, 77, A) = k. 
Proof. The strategy is the same. We compute a realization of Aut(%, F, 7”) where 
% = AIJUf.d’ and F is induced by pushout along f. As an object for B we take the 
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space A 1 which becomes an A, comodule by the inner adjoint coaction induced 
by f> 
P,(a) = c U(Z) @wfGqI)))f(~(,)) 
The proof that Lemma 2.3 holds for this is similar to the preceding theorem. The 
computation of the necessary formulae then follows in the same way from the 
results of Section 2. 0 
We conclude with the simplest concrete example. We transmute the Hopf 
algebra A dual to the four-dimensional triangular Hopf algebra H described in 
[26] and in the present context in [14]. As a Hopf algebra H is self-dual and is due 
to Sweedler. 
Example 4.3. Let k be a field of characteristic not 2. Let A = span{l, f, y, fy} be 
the 4-dimensional dual quasitriangular Hopf algebra with generators 1, y, f and 
relations, co-multiplication and counit 
y2=o, f2=1, yf=-fy, 
Ay=y@f+l@yy Af=f@f, &y=O, &f=l 
(the reduced quantum plane at 4 = -1). There is also an antipode Sy = fy, Sf = f. 
The dual quasitriangular structure in the basis { 1, f, y, fy} is the bilinear form 
1 1 0 0 
9?.= i 1-l 0 0 
0 0 Ly -cY 
0 0 CY CY I 
The category %’ = *.M has objects given by a pair consisting of a superspace 
V= V, CD VI and an odd operator D, on V with 0; = 0 (cf. [25]). The braiding in 
this category is 
W”,,(U @ w) = w @ u(-1)‘““‘“’ + (Y&w CB D”U(-l)‘“‘(l-‘w’) 
(see [14]). In this category the transmutation A_ is the same as a coalgebra but 
with a new multiplication 1 given in terms of the multiplication in A by 
fry=fy=y:f, yry=a(l-f), f:f=f’=l. 
As an object in the category, A_ = { 1, f} CT3 {y, fy}, i.e. 1, f have degree 0 and 
y, fy have degree 1. The operator D, is 
e&)=QzJf)=O, PJY)=l-f, D,Jfy)=f-1. 
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Accordingly, the action of the braid group PA A is _,_ 
With this braid group action extended to all of A_, the latter becomes a Hopf 
algebra in the category *JU. The antipode is given by 
Sf=f, sy=-fy, (Sfr=-Y). 
Note that in this example the category *JU is actually symmetric monoidal 
rather than braided monoidal. It is, however, probably the simplest example 
demonstrating transmutation. y is transmuted from a bosonic element in A (a 
Hopf algebra in “I’ec, i.e. with the usual transposition TV”) into an almost 
fermionic element! 
Note also that A_ can be defined intrinsically as generated by 1, f, y and 
relations 
f:f=l, f:y=y:f, y:y=dl-f). 
Writing z = y + f : y and w = y - f : y we have equivalently, the following ex- 
ample :
Example 4.4. The braided group A can be intrinsically described as the commuta- 
tive algebra generated by 1, f, z, w and relations 
z2=0, w’=4a(l-f), fz=z, fw=-w. 
The braided comultiplication, counit and antipode are 
Af=f@f, .sf=l, EZ=EW=~, 
Sf=f 7 sz=-2, sw=w. 
Here 1, f are bosonic, z is fermionic and w is almost fermionic in the sense 
Vf@f)=f@f, Y’(f@z)=z@f, 
!P(z@3f)=f~z, T(f@w)= W@f) 
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qW@f)=fc3w, TP(zc3z)=-z@z, 
?P(z@w)=-w@z, ?P(wc3z)=-z@w, 
ly(wCGw)=-w~w+4CX(l-f)~(l-f). 
Appendix. A direct proof that A_ is a Hopf algebra in “J4 
In this appendix we provide a direct algebraic proof of Theorem 4.1 by directly 
verifying that A_ as stated really obeys the axioms of a Hopf algebra in the 
category *JR as explained in the Preliminaries. This will be useful for readers with 
an algebraic background who aim to apply the theorem to the theory of ordinary 
(dual) quasitriangular Hopf algebras. Nothing in the body of the paper depends 
on this appendix. Throughout, (A, 92 ) is an ordinary dual quasitriangular Hopf 
algebra over a commutative ring k. We use the notation of [29] for the 
comultiplication structure of A. We use standard Hopf algebra methods. 
Note that one of the axioms of a dual quasitriangular Hopf algebra or bialgebra 
is the existence of an inverse of C%! in the convolution algebra Hom,(A C% A, k). 
This means a map A C3 A+- k such that 
This implies in particular that we have 
%(a @ 1) = c is! -l(u(,) 69 l)%(U@, 8 l)%(U(,) 8 1) 
= c %! -l(u(,) @ l)%(ucz, 8 1.1) = &(U) 
(using (4)). Likewise on the other side. Hence the axioms imply that %(a @ 1) = 
E(U) = %(l 8 a) for all a E A. These elementary facts correspond in the Tannaka- 
Krein Theorem for dual quasitriangular Hopf algebras ([X3, Section 21 and [15, 
Theorem 4.11) to qX,l = id, = qi,X in *.IU. Also, if % -’ exists it is unique. Hence 
for A a Hopf algebra it is given by % -‘(a 8 b) = %(Su 8 b) (use axioms (3) and 
(4)). In this case a @ b I--, %(Su 8 Sb) is convolution inverse to CB. -’ because 
etc. Hence %!(Su @ Sb) = .%(a 8 b). We shall use these various elementary facts 
about dual quasitriangular Hopf algebras quite freely. 
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Recall that as a coalgebra A_ coincides with A. It is an object in ^A by the 
adjoint coaction (15). It is an elementary property of the adjoint coaction that 
A : A+A@A and E : A+ k are intertwiners, i.e. morphisms in AJU. Likewise 
for the map k+A defined by the identity of A. 
Lemma A.1. The map : in (13) makes A into an associative algebra. The identity 
coincides with that of A. 
Proof. We compute for a,b,c E A, using the definitions and axioms (3) and (4) to 
break down multiplications in the argument of 9.. 
To obtain the fourth equality we used .%(Sa 8 Sb) = %(a 8 b) and for the fifth 
that S is an anticoalgebra map. Likewise we compute 
(a:b):c=C (arb)C2jcCs) ~((arb)(3)~‘c(,))~((aIb)(,)~cc(,,) 
= c a(A)c(v ~@(,A,) @ ~c~1))~@(*++) @CC,)) 
%(a(,) @ ~b~l))~(a(1) @ b,,,) 
= c %A,)C(,) ~(b,,, @ $,))~(a(,) @J Sc&~(a(,) @ Sb,,,) 
%@a,,, @ $&J?oaC1) @ Sb,,,)B(Sb,,, @ $4)) 
= c %A2FO) S(b,,, @ %J~((%))(,) @(%,),2,) 
~((Sa&) @ (~c&~)~(a~,~o~ @($,))(,)) 
%(a (3)(2) @ (~b(,))(3))~((~b(,)),,, ‘8 &2))(1)) . 
NOW these two expressions are equal because %! obeys the higher order ‘cocycle’ 
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condition proven in the next lemma, applied in our case by putting a+ SaCI), 
b+ a(,), c+ Sb,,,, d + ScC2) in the lemma. That 1: a = a = a 11 follows at once 
from %?(u@l) = E(U) = ?Z(l@u). 0 
Lemma A.2. Let (A, CR) be a dual quasitriangular biulgebru or Hopf algebra. 
Then for all a,b,c,d E A, 
Proof. Firstly, (5) implies c ?X(a~,~b~,~ 8 c)‘~?(u~,~ C3 b,,,) = C ?2(bC,)uC,) @ 
c)CR(u~,~ 0 b,,,). Expanding both sides by (3) gives that 92 obeys as usual the 
Quantum Yang-Baxter Equations (QYBE): 
To prove the lemma we apply this twice on the left-hand side of the lemma. Thus, 
the left-hand side is 
For the first equality we apply the QYBE to the last three 22s by putting a+ b, 
b-+ C(2), c- 42) in the QYBE. Now apply the QYBE again to the first three 9s 
of the resulting expression by putting a+ a, b + c and C-J d in the QYBE. This 
yields precisely the right-hand side of the lemma. 0 
Lemma A.3. The map : is an intertwiner (i.e. a morphism in “A) 
Proof. 
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We used axiom (5) to obtain the second equality and again to obtain the 
third. 0 
Lemma A.4. For all a,b EA, A(a: b) = (Aa):( Here on the right-hand side 
the multiplication is in 4 @A with the algebra structure (8). Likewise, &(a : b) = 
e(a)&(b). 
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recombine 92 in pairs for the sixth, seventh and eighth equalities, using each time 
the antipode property and identities of the form %(a@ 1) = E(U) or 92(1@3 a) = 
E(U) to eliminate the pair. These identities also imply at once that ~(a: b) = 
&(U)&(b). q 
Proposition AS. Let (A, 24 ) b e a dual quasitriangular Hopf algebra. Let 
v:A+kundv-‘: A-+ k be defined by 
v(u) = C %(u(,) @ Sac,)) Y v-‘(a) = C 9?(S2uC,) C3 a(,)) . 
Then: (i) 2 a~,~v(u~,~) = C v(u~,~)S2u~,~, (ii) v-l is the inverse of v in the 
convolution algebra Hom,(A, k), (iii) the antipode of A is bijective. 
Proof. This is just the dual of results well known for quasitriangular Hopf 
algebras. One can likewise define u(u) = C 9?(u(,) C3 SaCI)), u-‘(a) = C 9?(S2aC2) 
C3 a(,)) with c u(a(,))u(,) = C S2aC,)u(uC2)). To prove (i) we compute 
Here we inserted e(b) = c (Sb(,,)b,,, ( w h ere b = Su,,,)) and then used axiom (5) 
to change the order. To prove (ii) we note that C 9?(u(,) C3 u~,~)v(u~,~) = 
c %(a(,) @ a(,))%(,) @ Sac,,) = c %(a(,) @ (Sa(,&,)) = E(Q). We used (4). 
Hence using (i) we have 
We used for the latter that %!(S2u @‘S2b) = %(a@3 b). To prove (iii) we define 
s-‘(a) = C Sa(,)v(a(,))v-‘(a(,)) and verify from (i) and (ii) that 
c (~-‘q,))~(l) = c (~~(,))~(,)v(~(,))v-‘(a(,)) 
= C (Sa(,))(S2a(,))v(a(,))v-‘(a(,)) 
= c V@(,)V@(,)) = da> 9 
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c a(,)s-‘%) = c u-1(~(,))~(,)S~(2)~(a(,)) 
= c (S2~(,))S~(2)~(~(l))~-1(~(~)) 
= c uGJ(l)v(~(,)) = da> . 0 
Lemma A.6 S defined in (14) makes A_ into a Hopf algebra, i.e. 
2 u~,~~~u~,~ = 18(u) =x @u&u(,) . 
Proof. We use the preceding proposition to compute 
c U(I) ISa(,) 
= c q2)&4))(,)w%) @ S@q4))(,)~~(ql) wsq,))(,)) 
= c a(*)Sq,pil(a(,) @ S2q,)wZ(ql) @ $6)) 
~((S2q,JSqq @ U(9)) 
= c a(2)%)%,) @ Sq,)v(q,)) 
= c 9@(l) @‘q,)v(q,)) = c u(q,))az(,)) = E(U) * 
Here the first equality uses the definition of:, the second that of ,S, the third uses 
(3), the fourth recognizes u-l and the fifth uses the preceding proposition and 
~(SU @J Sb) = %(a C3 b). We now use (4) to obtain the sixth equality and then 
proceed to collapse using the antipode property as shown. For S on the other side 
we have more simply 
c @51))3(2) 
= c @51))(2)% owl)> @ S~(2)WZ(@~(l))(l) 8 U(3)) 
= c w(,)h)wq,) @3~~(,))9wq,) c3 a(,)) 
w(s’a,,,) (1) sa @a(,)) 
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Here for the first equality we used the definition on 1, for the second that of S, 
(3) and 9?(Su @I Sb) = %(a @ b) for the third. We then recombined 92”s using (3) 
for the fourth and fifth identities. 0 
Lemma A.7. 3 : A+A is an intertwiner (i.e. a morphism in “A). 
Proof. 
Here the first equality is the definitions. The second is by axiom (3), the third 
recognizes u ‘, the fourth is by Proposition A.5, the fifth by axiom (5), the sixth 
by axiom (3). This expression can then be recognized as the right-hand side. This 
concludes the proof of the lemma and hence that A_ is a Hopf algebra in AJI1. 0 
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